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A novel two-dimensional superconducting
Ti layer: density functional theory and
electron-beam irradiation†

Xiao-Min Zhang,‡a Jiawei Tang, ‡b Jing Zhang, b Jin Yu,c Litao Sun, b

Zhiqing Yang,*de Ke Xia*a and Weiwei Sun *bc

Since the discovery of graphene in an atomic thin layer format, many

investigations have been conducted to search for two-dimensional

(2D) layered materials, in which 3d-transition metals offer much new

physics and great freedom of tunability. In this work, through

electron-beam irradiation, we enable the manufacture of a new 2D

Ti nanosheet from a suspension of Ti0.91O2 nanosheets. In state-of-

the-art density functional theory (DFT), both empirical and linear

response theory predicted that Hubbard Ueff values would be

imposed, resulting in unstable phonon dispersion curves. In the end,

the newly found Ti monolayer is confirmed to be a non-magnetic

superconductor, with a medium level of electron–phonon coupling.

The newly established Ti layer is quite robust under strain, and the

evolution of local Dirac points in electronic bands is also analyzed in

terms of linearity and energetic shift near the Fermi energy. As

suggested by the Fermi surface, this metal monolayer experiences

an electronic topological transition under strain. Our findings will

encourage many more explorations of pure d metal-based isotopic

monolayers with diverse structures and open a new playground for 2D

superconductors and ultra-thin sensoring components.

1. Introduction

The rise of graphene and other atomically thin 2D materials has
heralded a new branch of condensed-matter physics concerned
with the description of electrons in atomically thin structures.1–3

Discoveries of 2D materials with improved, unique, and bi- or
multi-functions are often followed by a surge in research,
resulting in either the discovery of new structures or physics,
or in applications, such as in low-power consumption electro-
nics, sensing, high-speed electronics, or quantum information
science. Up to now, there have been many new series of 2D
materials, such as silicene, hexagonal boron nitride, ZnO, MoS2,
MXenes, and their derivatives can be realized and predicted both
experimentally and theoretically.4–8 In this perspective, increasing
and imposing long-term efforts are devoted to searching for and
exploiting new 2D materials, and so far, a library of 2D materials
has been widely exploited in electronics,7 quantum photonics,9

catalysis,10 etc.
As a prototype and pioneering 2D material, the Dirac cone in

graphene originates from a planar honeycomb structure and
sp2 bonding.11 While recently, a novel 2D transition metal layer,
an Hf monolayer with a honeycomb structure on an Ir(111)
substrate, was discovered experimentally.12 It is also confirmed
by first-principles calculations that the new Hf monolayer
exhibits ferromagnetic properties and it is observed that
the spin splitting of the Dirac cone is large. Li et al. further
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New concepts
Here, we deliver a new 2D superconducting Ti nanosheet to the world,
which is fabricated by electron-beam irradiation and further explored by
using density functional theory. The novelties and merits presented in
this work can be summarized as: (i) Most of the new e-beam-induced
phenomenon is concentrated on the TMD 2D layers, in which all the
anions can be hardly kicked out, like S and Se atoms. Under observation
of the Ti0.91O2 nanosheet suspension, we can successfully obtain a new
type of Ti monolayer, which opens an uncultivated space for isotopic 2D
materials. (ii) The strong correlation effect on the d orbital is also
considered but fails to be stabilized, eventually leading to a non-
magnetic metallic nature. (iii) This novel monolayer maintains elastic
and dynamic stabilities, under an increasing compressive strain even up
to 6%, in which the electronic topological transition can be observed. The
electron–phonon coupling is found to lie at a medium level of about 0.58,
and the estimated superconducting transition temperature is about 3.8 K.
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investigated the local Dirac points at the valence band regime and
the tunability of Ti, Zr, Hf layers by isotropic strain.13 The most
prominent examples of discovered 2D materials exhibit polymorphic
phase transitions under near-ambient conditions,14–19 leading to
structural polymorphs with different stackings and configurations
that are close in energy. One of consequences is the competition
between ionic and covalent bonding, and another driving force
could be the reduction in dimensionality. Zhou et al. performed an
extensive study of the honeycomb, triangular–dodecagonal, and
square–octagonal structures of Ti, Zr, and Hf monolayers and found
a significant role for the Hubbard U effect on the electronic
structure.20 Hashmi et al. found that the ferromagnetic state of
the free-standing honeycomb Hf layer grounded as the non-
magnetism is dynamically unstable, except for a structural transition
to a flat honeycomb geometry on the Ir(111) substrate.21 The true
ground state of these d2 column metal layers, including the spin
polarization and structural variance, should be taken care of to come
up with a correct statement.

In experiments, under transmission electronic microscopy
(TEM) observation, if the energy transferred from the electron
beam is larger than the knock-on threshold of the atom,
continuous e-beam irradiation would rather cause a progressive
loss of atoms, giving rise to a phase transition.22 By using an
electron beam, one can pursue ‘atomic manufacturing’ to dis-
cover and explore new 2D materials.23,24 For instance, the Mo
monolayer shows high stability and integrity even under
electron-beam irradiation.25 According to the golden ‘struc-
ture–property’ relationship, the emergence of new structures
would undoubtably be anticipated to bring about new physics
and possibly high-performance properties.

For d-type metal layers, several fascinating discoveries of
intriguing properties, such as superconductivity, topological
transition, and magnetism, have been made. The main con-
sequences originate from d-electron-induced spin-polarization,
stronger spin–orbital coupling effects, and more obvious
strongly correlated electron effects.12 It is thus interesting to
ask whether high-Tc superconductivity exists in the 2D limit
and what is the difference between the 2D limit and that in the
2D bulk format. Four main categories of 2D superconductor,
Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) superconductors (mainly
TMDs), high-Tc superconductors (Fe- and Cu-based series),
moiré superlattices (graphene-based), and superconductors
with unique properties, have been developed.26 But so far,
superconductors in the isotopic d metal layers have yet been
reported, so what can be derived from d metal layers? On the
other hand, 2D magnets could hold great promise for magnetic
recording media. A very clear point is that it shows high
sensitivity to their 2D structure.27,28 For elements that are intrin-
sically non-magnetic, like previous d2 electron monolayers, strong
correlation-driven magnetism and quantum phenomena would
be very valuable and interesting. Naturally, d2 electron monolayers
that are intrinsically non-magnetic with strong correlation-driven
magnetism and quantum phenomena would be very valuable and
interesting.

In this article, a novel two-dimensional Ti monolayer was
fabricated under electron-beam irradiation under scanning

transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observation and
further investigated by density functional theory (DFT). Due to
the d electrons as well as the low dimensionality, a strong
correlation effect is introduced, but the most favored antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) state is, however, dynamically unstable. In the
framework of plain DFT, the Ti monolayer falls into the ground
state without magnetism, which is proved to be dynamically
stable. Last but not least, an intrinsic superconductivity and
strain-induced electronic topological transition are then captured.

2. Methodology
Computational methods

The theoretical calculations are performed using QUANTUM
ESPRESSO (QE) based on DFT with the ultra-soft pseudo
potential method.29,30 The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) for-
mulation of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is used
to describe the electron exchange and correlation, collected
from the standard solid-state pseudopotentials (SSSP).31,32 The
energy cutoffs of the plane-wave basis set and charge density
are respectively selected as 60 Ry and 720 Ry. In addition, the
vacuum space along the z-axis is set to 20 Å, to avoid interaction
between periodic images. The Brillouin zone integrations are
sampled using the Monkhorst–Pack scheme with (15 � 15 � 1)
k grids. Furthermore, the phonon spectra and phonon DOS
based on density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) are
calculated33 to examine the structural stability, in the unit cell.
Note that 7 � 7 � 1 q grids are used in the DFPT calculations,
and the electron–phonon coupling parameter and the super-
conducting temperature are also calculated.

Note that plain DFT might not be adequate to describe
systems exhibiting strong electron correlations, as it tends to
over-delocalize the electron density. To capture the ground
state, we thus employ the widely used Hubbard model to tackle
such a problem34 by including the extra Coulomb interaction
on the 3d orbital of Ti. In the DFT+U method, the on-site
repulsion interactions of d electrons are described by the Ueff

value, for which 2.0 and 4.0 eV are both attempted. Note that
the former follows Ref. 20 and the latter is estimated by the
linear-response approach proposed by Cococcioni et al.35 In
detail, one must compute w0 and w, which stand for the non-
interacting (NSCF) and interacting (SCF) densities of the
response functions of the correlated orbital, with respect to
localized perturbations. The parameter Ueff is then obtained
from the equation: Ueff = w�1 � w0

�1. In DFT+U, examination of
the dynamic stability is carried out using PHONOPY36 software
with a 6 � 6 � 1 supercell.

The superconducting transition temperature Tc is computed
using the Allen–Dynes equation (eqn (1)):37,38

TC ¼
olog

1:2
exp � 1:04 1þ lð Þ

l� m� 1þ 0:62lð Þ

� �
; (1)

where m* and olog refer to the Coulomb repulsion constant and
the logarithmic average frequency, respectively. Here, it is
worth noting that a typical value of m* = 0.1 is selected in this
article. In this formulism, the Eliashberg spectral function is
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defined as eqn (2):37,38

a2F oð Þ ¼ 1

2pN EFð Þ
X
qv

d o� oqv

� � gqv
hoqv

; (2)

where (EF) is the density of states at the Fermi level and gqv is
the electron–phonon linewidth for wave vectors q and v. EPC is
determined from the following equation:

l oð Þ ¼ 2

ðo
0

a2F oð Þ
o

do: (3)

Experimental details

Experimentally, a suspension of titania nanosheets (Ti0.91O2) was
prepared according to previous reports by Sasaki’s group.39–42 In
a typical synthesis process, the layered Cs0.68Ti1.83O4 precursor
was obtained by a solid-state reaction, followed by proton-
exchange to H0.68Ti1.83O4�H2O in hydrochloric acid and a dela-
mination step in the presence of tetrabutylammonium cations
(TBA+). The concentration of the Ti0.91O2 nanosheet suspension
is ca. 1.79 g L�1. Atomic-scale observations were performed using
an aberration-corrected scanning-transmission electron micro-
scope (STEM), Nion UltraSTEM 100, operating at 60 kV. A
detector half-angle range of 86–200 mrad was used to record
high-angle annular dark-field images. Electron energy loss spec-
tra (EELS) were collected using a Gatan Enfina spectrometer,
with an energy resolution of B0.6 eV at 0.3 eV per channel
energy dispersion. The convergence semi-angle of the incident
electron probe was B30 mrad, and the collection semi-angle of
EELS collection was B48 mrad. A power law was fitted for the
background of the EELS spectra.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Experimental discovery of the Ti layer

In our experimental investigation, an aberration-corrected STEM
machine operating at 60 kV was employed to manipulate this
material. Interestingly, after B5 min irradiation, as revealed in
Fig. 1(c), the O, K edge is largely diminished and has almost
disappeared. In a comparison between the two EELS plots, only
the Ti signature and no oxygen signatures are found, confirming
that the nanosheets or small clusters on the surface are almost

entirely made of Ti. This characterization indicates that the
Ti0.91O2 nanosheet suspension is transforming to a Ti nanosheet
under electron-beam irradiation. We subsequently construct the
atomic structure of the Ti layer which, as the inset shows, agrees
well with the observed image.

It is known that image spots for bulk crystalline materials
will be elongated along a certain direction, if the sample is
tilted slightly off-zone. We observed the sample after tilting it
by several degrees. It was noticed that all image spots are still
round, instead of being elongated along a certain direction like
the cases in bulk crystalline samples, as shown in Fig. S1 (ESI†).
Therefore, the monolayer nature of the reported Ti monolayer
can be confirmed. This figure is also added in ESI† Fig. S1, as
ESI† describing the newly found Ti layer.

3.2. Towards the ground state in theory

3.2.1. Dynamic stability and robustness. From now on, we
perform a systematic DFT study to reveal the properties of the
newly found Ti monolayer. Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the top and
side views of the monolayer, respectively. The unit cell consists
of the two-layer square–octagonal structure of Ti(1)–Ti(2),
which can be visually regarded as a staggered stacking of two
Ti atomic layers. In addition, Fig. 2(c) presents the tetragonal
2D Brillouin zone of the Ti monolayer with a high-symmetry
k-path, which is selected as G (0, 0, 0) - X (0.5, 0, 0) - M (0.5,
0.5, 0) - G (0, 0, 0). This path will be used to calculate the band
structure and phonon dispersion curves in the following
discussions.

As discussed above, the d-electron monolayer might need a
more sophisticated description, which is beyond DFT methods,
because of the d orbital. In terms of the strong on-site orbital
correlation strength, one can take an empirical value of Ueff = 2 eV.
While the structural variance of this work compared with known
types of Ti, Zr and Hf monolayers would lead to a different strength
of correlation effects. Here, the linear response approach is applied
to rationally estimate Ueff. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the calculated Ueff

value for the Ti monolayer turns out to be 4.25 eV. Within the
parameter in DFT+U, spin-polarization effects including the non-
magnetic (NM), antiferromagnetic (AFM) and ferromagnetic (FM)
configurations are considered. In addition, the AFM configurations

Fig. 1 (a) STEM image of the unirradiated suspended sample. (b) STEM image of the irradiated suspended sample. The inset shows the atomic
configuration after irradiation. (c) The electron energy loss spectrum (EELS) before (in green) and after (in blue) e-beam irradiation. The highlighted Ti, L3,2

and O, K edges are marked in the plot.
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can be expanded, and we have considered three AFM orders in
this paper, as shown in Fig. S2 (ESI†), where the most favorable
order is AFM1. For the magnetic properties, we thus adopt this
configuration for further investigation. Fig. 2(e) also shows the
calculated ‘Ueff–E’ relationship in the different magnetic orders,
suggesting that the new Ti monolayer in both Ueff would be
grounded to the AFM state. Interestingly, when U = 0 eV, the Ti
monolayer falls into the NM state. In detail, Fig. 2(f) plots the
calculated lattice parameters a, the Ti–Ti bond length d, and the
thickness of the monolayer h at different Ueff values. It can clearly
be observed in the figure that these three variables show an
increasing trend with an increase in U from 0 to 4 eV. In addition,
the Ti–Ti bond length d, the thickness of the monolayer h in
different Ueff values can be found in Fig. 2(f). It can be observed that
these three variables show an increasing trend with an increase in
U from 0 to 4 eV.

To land on the true ground state of this new 2D layer, we are
about to investigate the dynamical stabilities w/o Hubbard U
corrections. As shown in Fig. 3, a series of phonon dispersion
spectra is presented. It is clear that the six vibrational modes
for each case are due to a unit cell composed of two atoms.
Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3(a–b), Ueff equals either 2 or 4 eV, and
the calculated phonon spectra of the AFM state always contains
several imaginary modes. One can come to the conclusion that
the Hubbard U correction would lead to non-negligible
dynamic instability, so that we can rule out AFM from the
candidate ground states. In addition, to confirm the instability
of the case with U = 2 eV, a larger supercell of 6 � 6 � 1 is
applied, and the calculated phonon dispersion curves can be
found in Fig. S3 (ESI†). Notably, in plain DFT, the phonon

dispersion curves of the Ti monolayer do not contain any
imaginary modes, as shown in Fig. 3(c), indicating its dynamic
stability. With regard to structural stability in the case of U = 2,
we also undertake additional ab initio molecular dynamics
(AIMD) simulation calculations by using a 5 � 5 � 1 supercell
at 300 K with a time step of 2 fs with an accumulated time of
10 ps, as shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†). The free energy curves
collected in AIMD demonstrate that in the case of U = 0 eV,
the free energy curve is damped in a similar manner, over
which no obvious structural reconstructions are noticed.
Whereas in the case of DFT+U (U = 2 eV), after 6000 steps,
the variance in the free energies begins to experience stronger
oscillation, suggesting the structure is in transition or is under-
going strong perturbations. The averaged structure gives a
more direct clue to the instability of the structure, as the inset
shows. In summary, the dynamic stability and thermal stability
demonstrate that the ground state of the novel Ti monolayer is
the NM state, obtained in the plain DFT approach, and we thus
take the NM state obtained as the ground state to conduct
deeper and more extensive studies.

One may be curious about the strain effect on the vibrations.
The phonon dispersion curves of the Ti monolayer under
varying strains, i.e. bs = 2%, 4%, and 6%, in all cases remain
dynamically stable, as displayed in Fig. 3(c–f). It is believed that
the Ti monolayer still remains dynamically stable even under
compressive strain. As to the origin of the vibrations, we
consider the irreducible representation of the Ti monolayer at
the G point, which can be denoted as follows: G = Ag + B2g + B3u,
as shown in Fig. 3(c), where the Ag and B2g modes are both
Raman active. For the three acoustic modes, the vibrational

Fig. 2 Crystal structures of the Ti monolayer: (a) top view, (b) side view, (c) the Brillouin zone of the monolayer with high-symmetry points. The unit cell
is represented by the black rectangle. (d) The dependence of the linear response of d orbital occupation on potential shift. The blue and red lines indicate
the interacting and bare response function w and w0. (e) The calculated energies of AFM, FM, and NM states and (f) the structural variances obtained with
varying Ueff values.
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boundary can often reach 100 cm�1 without considerable changes.
In the case of biaxial strain, the Ag mode experiences a visible
reduction from 288.82 cm�1 to 264.69 cm�1 marked by the green
circles. One can also see that when the strain is extended to 6%,
the TA acoustic branch experiences an evident softening. In
addition, strain-driven softening can also be found on the path
between G and X, both marked by arrows in Fig. 3(f). In contrast,
the global vibrational maximum situated at point M point is
enhanced, implying that the Ti–Ti interaction shows an anisotro-
pic characteristic. Overall, vibrational softening under compressive
strain shows anisotropic behavior, which shows potential in shock-
resistance applications.

Following the phonon spectra, we present the role of strain
on the structure. Fig. 3(g) shows the calculated lattice para-
meters a, the length d of the Ti–Ti bond, and the thickness h of
Ti–Ti layers under biaxial strains of varying magnitude. The
thickness h (the out-of-plane direction) is the most responsive
quantity to strain, confirming its anisotropic characteristics.
Moreover, the measured Ti–Ti projection length in Fig. 1(b) is
B2.5 Å, which is quite close to our calculated value of 2.0 Å, by
considering the strain effect induced by the defects and more
probably the rotation of the sample holder during the process
of observation. This clearly suggests that good agreement
between theory and experiment can be achieved.

We further use the stress–strain relation for the Ti mono-
layer, as shown in Fig. 3(h), to discuss the mechanical response
to the biaxial and the uniaxial strain. The stress increases
linearly with strain. Note that the initial slope of the stress–
strain curves refers to the Young’s modulus of 2D materials.

The slopes under both biaxial and uniaxial strains are almost
identical, suggesting that the Young’s moduli of the Ti mono-
layer are extremely close to each other. In other words, the
resistance to the deformation is almost identical. By fitting the
stress–strain curves, we could obtain a Young’s modulus of
about 70.8 N m�1. When further strain is imposed, the stress–
strain curves of the biaxial strain begin to diverge and to show a
nonlinear trend.

Apart from the Young’s modulus, we also calculate the elastic
stiffness constants. For the 2D orthogonal lattice, only four inde-
pendent elastic stiffness constants (C11, C22, C12 and C66) need to be
considered. C11 (C22) and C12 refer to the stiffness response to the
uniaxial strains along the x (y) directions and the biaxial strain,
respectively. The elastic stiffness constants C11 and C22 are almost
identical due to in-plane equivalency, and both are about 76 N m�1.
The remaining two moduli, C12 and C66, are relatively low at only
2.5 and 4.3 N m�1. Here, the calculated Young’s modulus based on
Cij is 75.9 N m�1, in very good agreement with the fitted value of
70.8 N m�1. The energy–strain curves are also displayed in Fig. 3(i)
corresponding to the total energy difference between the strained
and unstrained systems. It can be seen that the energy starts to
diverge at the onset of the applied strain and shows an exponential
tendency in the regime of larger strain. The Young’s modulus
should be around 71 N m�1, which is very close to C11/C22.
Compared to some of the elemental monolayers, the phosphorene
series has moduli of about 21.9–56.3 N m�1, much lower than for
our proposed new Ti monolayer.43 Even for some recently found
MnSi and MnC0.5Si0.5 layers, the Young’s moduli reach 9.53 N m�1

and 24.3 N m�1.44 We can therefore conclude that the newly

Fig. 3 Phonon dispersion curves: (a) U = 4 eV, bs = 0%, (b) U = 2 eV, bs = 0%, (c) U = 0 eV, bs = 0%, (d) U = 0 eV, bs = 2%, (e) U = 0 eV, bs = 4%, and
(f) U = 0 eV, bs = 6%. The main points of variance occurring in the vibrational spectra are marked by green circles. (g) The calculated in-plane lattice
parameters a, bond lengths d, and thickness h under different biaxial strains. The calculated (h) stress–strain and (i) energy–strain relationships under
biaxial and uniaxial strains.
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established Ti monolayer is elastically stable and capable of with-
standing an external strain.

3.2.2. The band structure, Fermi surface and Dirac point.
Next, we turn our attention to the electronic properties of the Ti
monolayer. Fig. 4(a–d) display the orbital projected band struc-
tures, total density of states (TDOS), and partial density of
states (PDOS) of the 3d and 4s orbitals of the Ti monolayer
under different biaxial strains. Here, the thickness of a given
band describes the weight of the Ti-3d orbital. In the Ti
monolayer free of strain displayed in Fig. 4(a), the valence
bands and conduction bands permeate each other near the
Fermi level and pass through the Fermi energy, indicating a
metallic feature. In addition, we have included the band
structure calculated in Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof (HSE),45 as
shown below (see details in Fig. S5, ESI†). The band structure
displays a metallic nature, agreeing well with the PBE results,
illustrating that our presented results are reliable. In Fig. 4(a),

from the TDOS and PDOS, we can observe that a large peak of
TDOS appears at the Fermi energy and is mostly contributed by
the Ti-3d states. When the valence band is pinned, the Ti-3d and
Ti-4s orbitals have a significant overlap around �2 eV, illustrat-
ing that the s–d interaction also contributes to the chemical
bonding. Alternatively, one can use the electron localization
function (ELF)46,47 to investigate the chemical bonding, as
shown in Fig. 5(a–b), which will be discussed below.

It is worth noting that throughout the strained cases, the Ti
monolayer retains metallicity, as shown in Fig. 4(b–d). The
physical phenomena related to the electronic structure of the
strained Ti monolayer are similar to the unstrained case; thus
we do not make redundant reports. But, interestingly, three
Dirac points near the vicinity of the Fermi energy are found in
this system, marked by the green circles in Fig. 4(a). If we
concentrate only on the Fermi energy regime, the three Dirac
points identified here are located at B�0.05 eV along G–X and

Fig. 4 (a–d) band structures (left), the projected and total density of states (DOS) (middle), and (e and f) the Fermi surface under different biaxial strains
(bs): 0, 2%, 4%, and 6%. The bands crossing the Fermi energy are colored differently. The Ti-3d and Ti-4s orbital projected DOS and total DOS are colored
in blue, pink and black. The evolution of the Dirac points is marked by green circles.
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at B�0.1 eV and 0.38 eV along M–G. (see details in Fig. S6(a–c),
ESI†). Specifically, the first two points at or near the Fermi
energy show slopes of �6.34 and 9.39 eV Å�1 along G–X, and
�4.18 and 15.69 eV Å�1 along M–G. Only at the third point is a
parabolic characteristic more evident. By proceeding to orbital
decomposition, one can see that the other four non-dxy orbitals
contribute to the Fermi energy, and it is the dxz and dyz orbitals
that contribute to the other two Dirac points, as suggested by
Fig. S7 (ESI†). It is noteworthy that all three points show Dirac-
type characteristics with linear dispersion, which may make a
large contribution to electrical transport.

On the right of the bands, the corresponding Fermi surfaces
(FSs) are plotted in Fig. 4(e–h). It is found that the FS is almost
all contributed by the bands along M–G and composed of a total
of three bands passing through the Fermi energy. Near the zone
center, four larger and four smaller semi-triangles form a
square, as the red sheets show. Interestingly, all these triangles
point outward, when free of strain. Whereas under strain, the
originally larger triangles are enlarged at the beginning and
squeezed subsequently, along with a simultaneous diminishment
of their counterparts. The two semi-spherical FS sheets near M
contributed by the blue- and orange-colored bands shown in
Fig. S7 (ESI†), are also expanded by imposing larger strains.
One of the most striking changes occurring in FS lies in the
onset of the interior quadrangles, when bs reaches 4% and
more, as shown in Fig. 4(g–h). Such a change in FS clearly
brings about an electronic topological transition (ETT).48,49 It is
emphasized that approximately in the middle of X–G, the
smaller FS sheets in the corners almost disappear, allowing
for another occurrence of ETT. A band structure and FS with an
expanded k-path have been added, as shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†) to
draw a full picture of the electronic states. These tunable FS
and band-dependent responses to an external stimulus might

lead to anomalous conduction behavior and the possibility of
being used as strain-based sensors.

3.3. Electron–phonon coupling and superconductivity

For the new Ti layer, ELF plots on two planes of (001) and (0%15)
are provided to understand the bonding characteristics. The
former is the ELF on the top view, and the latter is the best
representative of T–Ti bonding, as shown in Fig. 5(a and b).
The red regime shows that the electrons are highly localized
(1 for full localization) and vice versa for the blue regime, as
visible in the color bar. The Ti–Ti interatomic ELF mostly
reaches about 0.5–0.8 electrons per Bohr3, which is neither
localized nor very delocalized. Such results reveal that the Ti
monolayer is dominated by metallic bonding. One can also
observe that the surface of the monolayer has a lot of electron
cloud, implying a chemically active characteristic.

As suggested by the ETT and electronic structure, the possibi-
lity of being a superconductor does exist.50 Here, we applied an
electron–phonon coupling based mechanism, in a simplified
Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) theory, to investigate its super-
conducting possibility. For the transition metal series, it is
recognized that it is primarily the d electrons near the Fermi
energy that participate in the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS)
condensation process at Tc. The BCS theory demonstrates that the
transition to the superconducting state is caused by the pairing of
itinerant electrons mediated by their vibrations in metals.51 It is
the interaction between the itinerant conduction electrons and
phonons that overcomes the natural repulsive interactions
between electrons to form Cooper pairs, which then subsequently
condense at Tc into the superconducting state.52 Thereby, the
Eliashberg spectral function a2F(o) and the (electron–phonon
coupling) EPC constant l are presented in Fig. 5(d). At a lower
frequency up to 157 cm�1, the Eliashberg spectral function

Fig. 5 The electron localization function (ELF) in planes of (a) (001) and (b) (0%15). The colored bar stands for the degree of electron localization. (c) The
atomic resolved and total phonon density of states (PHDOS) are in red and blue colors. (d) The Eliashberg spectral function a2F(o) and the electron–
phonon coupling constant l(o).
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exhibits several peaks, leading to a steady increase in EPC,
accounting for 55% of the total EPC (l = 0.58). Going through
a phonic gap above 157 cm�1, the highest peak of a2F(o) is
present at 196 cm�1, ahead of more discrete peaks at higher
frequencies. The phonon modes between 192 and 300 cm�1

provide 45% contributions to the total EPC, showing that l(o)
experiences a steady increase in this region of frequencies. The
increase in Tc can be traced back to the fact that there are
interactions between the dual Ti atoms, particularly for the
frequency regime above 180 cm�1. In the phonon DOS plot of
Fig. 5(c), locations of peaks and a2F(o) are in good agreement,
which is decisive for the behavior of lqn. According to Ref. 38 this
newly established Ti monolayer is a medium-coupling super-
conductor with a l of 0.58 with a Tc of 3.8 K. This provides clues
for us to design 2D superconducting systems with pure d metal
elements and opens the road toward fabricating stable, robust,
and high-performance 2D superconductors.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we use electron-beam irradiation to manufacture a
new 2D Ti nanosheet from a suspension of Ti0.91O2 nanosheets.
Based on first-principles calculation, the newly found Ti mono-
layers fall into metallic nature and are elastically and dynami-
cally stable, even withstanding a strain up to 6%. The Young’s
modulus is calculated to be 70.8 N m�1 and shows excellent
robustness. The electron–phonon coupling is at a medium level
of about 0.58, in which phonon modes below 157 cm�1 and
higher frequency phonons make roughly equivalent contribu-
tions. The estimated superconducting transition temperature is
3.8 K. This provides clues to the occurrence of superconductance
on ultra-thin d-metal-based layers, offering more opportunities
for manufacturing robust low-dimensional and low-cost electro-
nic components. Under slight mechanical stimuli, ETTs take
place along G–X and M–G, which are primarily mediated by the
dz2 and dx2�y2 orbitals. Our findings will boost sustainable efforts
at fabricating novel d metal 2D layers as components of superior
quantum and electronic devices.
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